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Introduction
About us

Why advertise?

Land Mobile is the most read, market leading
title dedicated to wireless communications for
businesses from the manufacturer to the end user.
As the leading monthly magazine for wireless
communications, we are committed to providing
our readers with the knowledge they need to
procure the technology and services that best
meet their requirements, through accurate, timely
and thorough reporting of best practice, products,
industry trends and regulatory changes.

Land Mobile is recognised as the most trusted
and most read source in the market. Now in
its 25th year, it continues to allow adver tisers
to reach out to potential clients and end users
through a continually updated circulation.
Land Mobile is read right across the buying
chain. Through our multi-channel approach
of print, online and lead generation activity,
we can create the perfect package for your
requirements and budget.
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Circulation: 9,400
Land Mobile has a printed circulation of 4,600 with a
further circulation of 4,800 through its digital edition.
Our specialist circulation ensures that your marketing
message reaches the right people, who influence and
make investment decisions.
As a result, companies who use Land Mobile to
advertise can be confident that their investment will
yield an excellent return.

Readership: 17,906*
Because of the strength of Land Mobile’s editorial
content and its relevance to the PMR market and the
wider wireless communications industry, each copy of
the magazine is read by an average of 2.94 readers;
increasing its total readership to 17,906.
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Terms of control:
Land Mobile is only sent to those who meet the
following terms of control:

• Managing directors

• Engineers

• Chief executives

• Designers

• Chairpersons
• Advisors
• Consultants
• Managers
• Directors
• Supervisors

• Proprietors
• Security
• Wireless comms
• Wireless technology or
the wireless services

industry within the UK

*Land Mobile readership survey 2017

2
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Reader purchasing power
Primary job function

22%
%
Director/manager 35
%
Consultants/integrators/installers 24
%
End-users 19
Chairman/owner/CEO/MD

Reader
purchasing power

Readers specify requirements 68%
Initiate/recommend purchases 67%
Select the supplier 57%
Take the final decision 41%
Make the purchase 31%
Authorise the expenditure 31%

What is the size of your annual budget for products and services?

21%

14%

£100,000-£249,000

£250,000-£499,999

11%

9%

7%

£500,000-£999,999 £1million-£5million

Over £5 million

Source reader survey, August 2016

“

Capita has worked with both Land Mobile and TETRA Today for many
years and regard both as key industry publications, providing us with
trusted channels to engage with clients and partners on a regular basis
with a focus on our core products and services in the UK and overseas.
Nick Oliver , Marketing Manager - Public Safety

@Land_Mobile | Join the discussion on

www.linkedIn.com/groups/4761728
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TWO-WAY RADIO
PMSE - THEATRES AND TV
BODY-WORN VIDEO CAMERAS

APR

BREXIT
BEYOND VOICE (APPLICATIONS)
TRANSPORT
SMALL CELLS
BAPCO REVIEW

DISTRIBUTORS
FUTURE TECH
FARMING
CYBER SECURITY

JUL

POC
RESELLER MARKETING
HOSPITALITY
ACCESSORIES
WHO’S WHO

IN-BUILDING COVERAGE
THE UK’S TWO-WAY RADIO MARKET SWOT ANALYSIS
MANUFACTURING
PMR466
Distributed at Emergency Services
show, NEC
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ALARM INTERGRATION
VR/AR
EVENTS
WI-FI

NOV

IOT - LPWA
DISTRIBUTING/RESELLING ABROAD
UTILITIES
LONE WORKER
Distributed at PMREXPO, Cologne,
& FCS BR ’19, Droitwich

We welcome your editorial submissions. Please send to sam.fenwick@markallengroup.com
The above calendar is a guide to each issue and may be subject to change.
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5G/MWC
RESELLER DIFFERENTIATION
V2X
TWO WAY RADIO

DYNAMIC SPECTRUM ACCESS
IOT USE CASES/DEPLOYMENTS
CONSTRUCTION
IN-VEHICLE LTE
CCW REVIEW
Distributed at CCW, Kuala Lumpur
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SATELLITES - BUSINESS USE
RESELLER WINNING/
HANDLING BIG CONTRACTS
RETAIL/BUSINESS CRIME
TELEMATICS

CYBERSECURITY
CHINESE MANUFACTURES
PUBLIC SAFETY
SMARTPHONES
PMREXPO REVIEW
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“Here at Vertex Standard
it is important for us to
communicate our messages in
the most efficient way to new
and existing channel partners,
influencers and end-users. Land
Mobile as a dedicated, superbly
written and produced media
channel in the PMR space, is the
ideal vehicle to achieve this.
Working closely with the team
at Land Mobile on a number
of successful projects over
the years has contributed to
the overall effectiveness and
success of our output.”
Bill Drummond, EMEA Product
& Marketing Manager, Global
Marketing, Vertex Standard

www.linkedIn.com/groups/4761728
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Front cover story

Ask the expert
This package allows the advertiser to work with an
expert in the market to create an article around
their products and organisation, with Land Mobile
conducting an interview
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the sponsor’s
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R
importance to our
engaged audience.
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Vertex Standard:
60 years of
quality
Tim Clark, director of sales,
Europe and North Africa,
and Mike Petersen, director
and general manager at
Vertex Standard spoke to
Sam Fenwick at PMRExpo
about their recent efforts
and the synergies between
their brand and Motorola
Solutions.

11

5G
Last milegives
an

Land Mobile continuing
update on the
journey to 5G
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t’s busy on the PMRExpo exhibition
floor as I make my
way over to Vertex Standard’
s stand and busy is exactly
how the past year has been
for the company. This year it
celebrated its 60th anniversary
and it’s been one of change
for Vertex Standard’s operations
in Europe and North Africa.
Vertex Standard was bought
by Motorola Solutions back
in
2012 and the two companies
are committed to a two-brand
strategy with Vertex Standard
remaining focused on the
entry-tier and Motorola Solutions
focusing on the mid- and
high-end of the market.
Clark tells me that he’s taken
on a team of four salesmen,
New team, new products,
together with a new very experienced
new focus:
product manager,
Vertex Standard celebrate
together with Bill Drummond,
60 years in
who now heads up marketing
the land mobile business!
for the brand in the EMEA
region. Vertex Standard is also
becoming part of Motorola
Solutions’ PartnerEmpower
programme, which “allows
our partners to differentiate
themselves and be rewarded
“We’re focused
management, retail and logistics.
for their investment in the
company,” Clark explains.
on bringing
“We’re also seeing interest
selling these
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our channel partners and
centres as you can drop in
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market. We’re
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keep on
the right level of marketing
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working. While the main market
support in place. We’re going
is
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be focusing on training, both
on high quality, indoor,
product and sales training for
we also sell it for private security
our channel partners. We recognise
affordable,
and construction sites. As it’
that getting our partners
s very light
on board and making sure that
easy to use,
and easy to carry, it’s also perfect
they’re fully supported is
for
absolutely key to our business.
voice comms”
customer-facing staff who don’t
”
want a
“We also run many regular
big bulky radio that interferes
webinars with our partners
with their
and
channel events, joint marketing
clothing and makes them look
events where we will support
awkward
our partners with marketing
in front of the customer. They
funds to run events with their
can just
resellers and their end customers.
slip it into their pocket and
”
a discreet
However, this year has not
earpiece to keep in the loop
just been about new faces and
with
their
marketing. “We’ve recently
colleagues without the radio
launched the EVX-261, it’s
getting in
a basic
digital/analogue radio and is
the way.”
fully compliant with the DMR
Tier
II standard. It’s at a very affordable
While the entry-level market
price. We’ve also released
is less
the EVX-S24, which is a little
affected by the growing demand
IP67-rated waterproof radio,
for
”
says Clark. “It’s also fully DMR
data applications to help streamline
Tier II compliant. It is a high
quality, robust product and
communications than its higher
aimed very much at customers
tier
first coming into the market
counterparts, it is not immune.
in search of a digital radio.”
“This is
Clark says that the EVX-S24
something we’re looking at
is ideal for hospitality, event
doing next
year. We’ll will be introducing
some
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Ask the expert

more simple applications that
will be
supported by the Vertex Standard
radios. “We are looking to
introduce
essential applications such as
voice
dispatch, voice recording and
GPSenabled geolocation tracking,
” Clark
explains. “We also recognise
that
competition in the entry-level
market
is becoming much more aggressive,
so
we’re focused on bringing new
products
to market. We’re concentrating
on
high quality, affordable, easy
to use,
voice comms.”
Vertex Standard isn’t just about
handsets, as Petersen explains.
“There’s
also the EVX-Link. It provides
a very
cost-effective, easy to maintain
and
deploy way of doing IP-connectivity
across vast geographical areas.
It can
connect a repeater network
to a nonrepeater network and the
sites can be
in different countries, so I can
make
calls between here and Tokyo
or the
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The front
cover story allows
your organisation
to take ownership
of Land Mobile,
with instant
visibility provided by the main image on the front
cover, while a three-page advertorial is followed
by a single page advert.
BIG TALK FOR
A LITTLE GUY.

The EVX-S24 is available
in both standard
black and highly visible yellow

in conjunction with Boomerang

Boomerang’s CEO Peter Tanner discusses how
automated digital messaging systems are
helping organisations handle major incidents
and easily communicate at scale

www.vertex-standard-emea.com
email: tim.clark@vertexstandard.
com
Telephone: 01256 484054

December 2016 | www.landmobile.co.uk

vertex-standard-emea.com
Evolve to Better

Vertex Standard is a trademark
of Vertex Standard LMR, Inc.
© 2016 Vertex Standard LMR,
All other trademarks are the
property of their respective
Inc. All rights reserved.
owners.
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How have you built this into your
messaging platform?

As our understanding of the market’s needs grew, we
built the Boomerang user interface, through which clients
can build communication workflows to their own specific
requirements and business processes. This user interface
and our communication tool kit provide access to all of our
other services.
The first of these products is called Boomcast, which

26
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Radio over IP in TC
JumboSwitch uses Time-Division
to IP to ensure
Multiplexing (TDM)
signal. This
the integrity of the radio
with the
maximises compatibility
network. Latency
existing devices in the
or less and Packet
is a few milliseconds
can be adjusted
Delay Variation (PDV)
Latency and PDV
to account for jitter.
factors in
are extremely important
and
emergency radio communication
can only be
this kind of performance
TDM over IP.
accomplished using

JumboSwitch TC3846-6
Industrial grade radio

communication

that
However,
There is no question
by choice or obsolescence. consider
to
copper lines whether
to go and many things
there are many directions choose, what equipment to
to
– deciding which network
compatibility requirements.
upgrade, technical and

equipment?
the option to
do not know they have
Many network managers
their network.
radios while still upgrading and radios
keep their analogue
of infrastructure, receivers, still be in
A complete overhaul
might
Maintenance contracts
is often not practical.
situations, preserving
equipment. In these
place on the current
makes sense.
this decision is
the analogue radios
consider when making
The second factor to
to consider in
There are many things
and receivers,
the impact on the users.
backbone – the radios
and
addition to the network
repairs
during
systems, downtime
equipment
MPT-1327 trunking
maintenance crew. Choosing
learning curve for the
existing
does not integrate with
delays
that is not compatible,
to use can cause unforeseen
networks or is difficult

Preserve or replace

during an upgrade.

s
Technical requirement
needs of RoIP for emergency

the
The TC3846-6 meets
to IP” functionality
Its “analogue direct
services applications.
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One of ourCmajor
partners currently is Quadranet, who
provide reservation management software to a lot of the
top eateries in the UK. Their customers confirm bookings
through SMS, and when there is multiple restaurants or
multiple bookings involved, we can handle it – again, due to the
threading technology. Imagine applying this model to hospital
appointments across the NHS?
We are also currently in discussions with a major
organisation operating in the field of public safety. We have
released a proof of concept requiring no development at all
from their end, and giving them exactly what they need with
threaded communications across SMS. We will be taking the
proof of concept to CCW, and also putting out a joint press
release and having a joint presentation, so watch out for that!

Boomerang’s platform allows you to quickly
communicate with huge numbers of customers,
boosting satisfaction and leaving behind a full audit trail

What does your company provide?

Boomerang delivers individual and bulk one-way and two-way
messaging in the normal way. Our USP however, is what we
call ‘intelligent two-way messaging’, which uses our ‘threading’
technology. We guarantee that all responses are always
matched to their associated outbound message, creating a great
opportunity to automate processes while delivering a seamless
experience for the end user.

Communications’

Can you tell us about any collaborative work you
are doing with other companies?

hy do businesses need more sophisticated
messaging solutions?
There is relentless pressure on businesses to
reduce overheads and focus heavily on customer
experience management. To do this, many companies are
turning to messaging platforms to streamline and automate
communication with their customers, staff and the general
public. However, choosing the right technology and partner is
critical to ensuring long-term success and scalability. Boomerang
creates flexibility and choice by allowing end users to engage
across a range of preferred communication channels, which
drives far greater traction and immediacy of response. Better
still, using a response to automate other follow-on processes, is
much more eﬃcient and takes away the pain from the end user.
Enabling an organisation to ‘manage by exception’ is an ethos
that is common to the services we deliver.
As you can imagine, our technology can be applied in lots of
different ways, but it becomes especially pertinent when you
are dealing with critical, real-time incident alerts which need to
be actioned and managed urgently as well as traceable.

| Twitter:@Land_Mobile
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About the size of a credit
card, the EVX-S24 radio gives
new meaning
to, “big things come in small
packages”.
digital radio is slim and easy-to-carry, Our smallest and lightest
but it doesn’t compromise
quality of your communication.
the
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via Boomalert, has taken away a huge overhead and incident
resolution times have improved.
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What is Radio over

“Our technology
can be applied
in lots of
diﬀerent ways,
but it becomes
especially
pertinent when
you are dealing
with critical,
real-time
incident alerts
which need to
be actioned
and managed
urgently”

facilitates traditional text messaging,
as well as email and voice messaging
at the touch of a button. Unlike other
similar applications, when you open
each communication, there is a record
of what you sent out and the reply – a
conversation in other words.
We have recently added an incident
management component to Boomcast,
which allows an organisation to run their
incident communications seamlessly
when the heat is on. The parameters
of how this operates are all pre-defined
depending on the potential incidents that
may arise and the customer’s services
that may be affected by those incidents.
As all incident data is pre-defined,
covering who needs to be contacted
to the standard content of a message,
the system is ready to be called upon at
any time. Therefore, a system user can
focus on the incident specific data which
is simply inserted into a pre-defined
template and sent immediately. There is
also an element of automation, allowing
incident updates to be repeated to
ensure compliance with Service Level

Agreements. It will also allow dynamic
data to be added, such as the incident
start time, the number of people
messages were sent to, the delivery
status of those messages and so on. That
gives an example of where we can take a
broadcast system and bolt on something
really useful.

How has the platform been used
in time-critical situations?

Boomalert, our incident management
software, has been specifically designed
to automate communications in real-time
and uses customised workflows to suit
any type of critical incident. This could
be either a bomb in the building, a failure
to critical IT infrastructure, a coup in a
country where a particular business has
an oﬃce, or even a product withdrawal.
It is currently used by several divisions
in the British army to rapidly alert staff
who are off-base to critical situations as
they arise. Through the product, the army
has access to SMS, email, voice and app,
alongside the ability to intelligently escalate
across different communication channels

May 2017 | www.landmobile.co.uk | Twitter:@Land_Mobile

What is the nature of the collaboration?

It is in relation to the admin process within a control room,
enabling police forces to advertise a number used for members
of the public to get in contact via SMS. We are able to filter the
messages based on their urgency or line of enquiry to ensure
they are delivered to the appropriate place as an in-bound
text, which an administrator can then deal with. The solution
we have provided also ensures that a conversation ‘thread’ is
maintained between the system user and the end user for each
separate enquiry.
In our experience, currently the critical alerting industry
offers some excellent products, which are great but often
quite expensive and crucially, limited by their inability to
manage multi-thread replies. This prevents SMS being reused as a resilient communication channel within the digital
communications stack, preventing automation and increasing
the admin overhead.

Could you explain the Boommail part of the
product? That has some interesting implications
for the ﬁnancial sector in particular…

Boommail is a tool which allows users to send and receive SMS
and voice messages from any email client or application. That
simplifies things massively for a customer, because suddenly staff
do not need an external application to send messages, meaning
that there is no training or need to upload sensitive data to a
third-party software. It is simple click and go. This also removes
a big part of the governance required in managing data security

Twitter:@Land_Mobile | www.landmobile.co.uk | May 2017
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The e-Bulletin lands in the
inboxes of approximately
4,500 owners, consultants,
installers and end-users on a
weekly basis (every Thursday
morning before midday).
It offers a unique medium
through which you can
promote your message on
a specific time and date directly
to your potential clients. It highlights the most
recent industry news from the past week.

Our website is
updated daily with
breaking industry
news and features
to help professionals
in the market place.
Advertisers can
engage with our
readers through
banners, videos and
white papers generating
opportunities for data capture and lead generation.

DPS

Supplements and roundtables

Our DPS packages provide advertisers with a
strong balance of brand awareness and contentled awareness over a two page spread. They are
an effective and simple way to reach our audience.

In-depth and bespoke,
our supplements draw
on Land Mobile’s strong
creative and experts in the
marketplace to educate
and inform our readers,
while shining a light on the
sponsor’s brand.
The Land Mobile
team can also produce
roundtables, aiding in
thought-leadership and
lead generation.
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Dispatching:
Keeping it simple

o
Fast and easy radi Wi-Fi
programming over
Mike Weaver
has made managing
Programing over Wi-Fi
faster and easier
fleet of two-way radios

M

now
programming software
via
otorola Solutions’ RM2
radios to be programmed
enables MOTOTRBO
Mike
convenience has made
Wi-Fi and its speed and
Communications (MWC),
Weaver, of Mike Weaver
explains.
hires, we don’t
a recent convert as he
programming on our
“We do a lot of bespoke
has to reprogram
short-term hire...” MWC are returned.
just send out radios on
a client or
they are sent out to
cable, hitting
its radios every time
attached a programming
“There’s quite a
Previously this involved
the cable afterwards.
‘program’ and then removing a minute per radio.”
– at least
file,
time overhead on that
programming
you create a master
“With the DP3661e,
case of turning the
in RM2 then it’s just a
themselves,
assign it to the radios
Wi-Fi network and program the box.”
radios on, they find the
them in
turn them off and put
take
then you just have to
amming (OTAP) can
Weaver says that over-the-air-progr
to the code-plugs,
involves a lot of changes
and a USB
minutes per radio if it
is faster than both OTAP
over a Wibut Wi-Fi programming
get quite a lot of bandwidth
connection, “and you
– you can see the
don’t get with OTAP
code-plug.”
Fi connection that you
reprogramming a large
Wi-Fi and has
difference it makes when
15 radios at once over
have
He has reprogrammed
his clients’ sites. “They
of
couple
a
on
also used this feature
we can change radio
on their premises, so
of our
device programmers
for them from the comfort
settings and radio code-plugs money and saves us travelling.”
and
time
of the
office. It saves them
one of the other benefits that since
Weaver explains that
is
radios’ Wi-Fi functionality
MOTOTRBO “e” Series
screens have
version 2.8, those with
the release of Firmware
allowing the radios to
WAVE 5000 servers,
been compatible with
you have a very large
as range extenders. “If
use Wi-Fi networks
that don’t have radio
rooms
plant
certain
building and there are
get that, if you put Wicost a lot of money to
coverage or it would
the WAVE server,
and connect them to
via Wi-Fi.”
Fi access points in there
and from the radio system
you’ll get coverage to
RM2 and
Weaver says that with
Speaking of firmware,
be done while
firmware updates can
programming over Wi-Fi, they “don’t add that much of an
and
before on the
programming the radios
programming time, whereas it would take
overhead to the radio
and
the update device button
firmware and
CPS, you’d have to hit
for it to find the appropriate
quite a few seconds
the latest firmware,
automatically presents
offer it to you. RM2
programming file.
it, then it modifies the
certainly are
you just click and accept
they
viable with OTAP but
Firmware updates aren’t
good system.”
with Wi-Fi. It’s a really
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radios over
Programming MOTOTRBO
programming
Wi-Fi requires the RM2
conventional
system rather than the
Software (CPS).
Customer Programming
s a fantastic way [to
Weaver says that “...It’
radios], because
program and manage
data between
you can import and move
Solutions radios
different types of Motorola
re-enter it.”
without having to manually which might
across
set
a
copy
can
“You
in from
have all the channel information
radios, so there’s
incompatible types of
also know from the
time savings there. You
exactly what’s in every
database [RM2 has]
can instantly look
radio you’ve got, so you
done.
and verify what you’ve
of programming
“In terms of the speed
thought, because to
you need a little bit of
you need a number
get the absolute speed,
PCs all talking to
of device programming
on Wi-Fi.
different sets of radios
[from
workshop
our
“The time savings in
has justified us
programming over Wi-Fi] of Motorola
fleet
investing in a very large
radio with
Solutions’ new DP3661e
” Weaver adds.
subscriber Wi-Fi licences, radios now that
buy any
“We’re not going to
with Wi-Fi – it’s worth
don’t come equipped
at the outset.”
paying the extra money

oday’s two-way radio dispatching software packages
are powerful and feature-rich, but this often creates
headaches for the customer. A huge array of features
often leads to a baffling user experience, requiring
significant experience and costly training, while the price of
such solutions is often prohibitive for many would-be users.
Tassta has addressed both these issues with its TR.Pro
compact dispatcher. It focuses on just the most important
dispatching functions, namely:
• Group
calls
GPS,
worker,
like Man Down,•Lone
Individual even
calls
a host of additional features
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi for
push of a button and
• Status
also include integrated
messaging
communications at the
now
voice
to meet (if supported by the radio network)
clear
models
solution
loud,
your
Selected
MOTOTRBO provides
means you can customise • Emergency calls
safer and more productive.
more means users are
accessories and applications
location tracking and
a wide range of devices,
• Changing groups
easier upgrades. And
greater connectivity and
• GPS localisation
each user.
the individual needs of
• Voice recording
• Multi-group listening
• Group scan
• Broadcast calls.
“All these features are reachable with just two or three
clicks and the graphical user interface (GUI) is optimised to
allow TR.Pro operators to use it without any prior training or
long-term experience with other dispatching software,” says
Kaveh Hosseinzadeh, Tassta’s managing director. “When they
sit down for the first time with TR.Pro, it’s easy for them to
start immediately.”
“We’ve started to produce a series of YouTube videos, with
a video for each of TR.Pro’s features, to help people quickly get
to grips with the software. We’ve even created a video that
covers configuration. If you have no engineering or two-way
radio background, we’ve made sure that all the materials are
there for you to get started.”
He is particularly proud of TR.Pro’s flexibility. Multi-vendor
support is provided and Tassta has used the knowledge and
expertise gathered during the development of its T.Bridge
universal PMR gateway to ensure that TR.Pro will work
with MOTOTRBO, Hytera, Kenwood, Sepura and DAMM
radio systems.
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Tassta’s TR.Pro compact dispatcher supports multiple twoway radio vendors and is designed to be used by anyone,
without any need for prior training or experience
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Everything you need – at the right price
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Tassta has also taken an innovative approach to TR.Pro’s
distribution – it can be downloaded from the company’s
website and users can try before they buy, with a licence
costing just €870/$980.
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TR.PRO UNIVERSAL DISPATCHER

“Our message to potential customers
is that dispatching solutions don’t need
to be expensive,” says Hosseinzadeh. “By
not offering complex functionality that
users will rarely use, we’re able to offer
TR.Pro at an affordable price, allowing
users that might have needed two
dispatchers, but didn’t previously have
the budget to buy them to do so.
“Another way in which our solution
offers better value than much of the
competition, is that TR.Pro by default
has no limitations on the size of the
radio fleet it can managed. While
some dispatchers might require you
to buy an extra licence if you wish to
use it to manage more than 20 radios,
with TR.Pro, there’s no additional cost
involved should you decide to expand
your radio fleet or wish to use it with a
large number of subscribers.”
Look out for a subscription-based
version of TR.Pro in January next year,
which will run on Tassta’s servers and
allow users to dispatch smartphone
users as well as their two-way radio
counterparts. With a price of around
only €20/month per dispatcher, it
will allow companies to start using a
powerful, yet simple dispatching solution
with no up-front investment required.

Everything that is essential
Nothing that is not

$980
€870
FEATURES**
INDIVIDUAL CALL • GROUP CALL • MESSAGING •
STATUS MESSAGES • EMERGENCY CALL • GROUP
CHANGING • GPS LOCALIZATION • RECORDING •
MULTI-GROUPS • BROADCAST CALL

“All of TR.Pro’s features are
reachable with just two or three
clicks and the graphical user
interface (GUI) is optimised to
allow operators to use it without
any prior training...”

SUPPORTING RADIO SYSTEMS

Kaveh Hosseinzadeh,
Tassta’s managing director

DMR II + III

Contact Information:

For more information, please email
Tassta at mail@tassta.com or if you’re
attending PMRExpo, visit the company
on stand C26.

*
**

TETRA

Euro prices are available only in EU-countries, USD prices are for countries outside the EU
The availability of features may vary depending on those supported by your two-way radio
network
Terms and conditions apply

TASSTA GmbH
Kniestrasse 27
30167 Hannover
Germany
+49 511 72752021
Web / E-mail
www.tassta.com
mail@tassta.com
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TC8614

based counterpart.
The TC8614 is the E1
to four channels each
The device links up
and dry contacts
of 2- or 4-wire analogue
Similar to the
over an E1 connection.
also delivers high
JumboSwitch, the TC8614
latency.
quality voice with minimal

conversion
assessing analogue-to-IP
VoIP is often
products. For example,
Protocol
based on Session Initiation audio. This
the
(SIP) which compresses
–
leads to unclear communications in
be tolerated
something that cannot
networks.
real-time mission critical

and MPLS
many Ethernet microwaves
in prioritization for
networks have built
E1 handoffs.

are switched off.

Ask the expert

yours,” Petersen adds. “With
PTT over
cellular, there’s a service that
you’ll be
paying for every month. With
our radios,
there’s no reoccurring cost element.
”
“There are definite advantages
if
you want to do wide-area coverage
with PTT over cellular, but
with the
introduction of EVX-Link you’ve
got the
ability to cover great geographic
areas
at a faction of the cost. As you’ve
made
that investment up front, it’
s reliable,
it’s your communications system,
you
control your own destiny.”
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Of course, BT has
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well in advance,
remove such services
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its legacy services
of March 2020 before
giving users until 31st

Vertex Standard’s IP Connect
System allows up to 32 sites
to communicate without
the need of repeaters.
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Viables Industrial Estate,
Basingstoke,
Hampshire,
RG22 4PD
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networks operating
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system,
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the drivers of the DMR standard
and that’s what we support.
”
Petersen says that all of Vertex
Standard’s product
development for its digital radios
takes place at its facility in
Tokyo. “So we benefit from
that inherent Japanese design
expertise and design quality.
It’s key to picking the right materials
for our radios – the plastics
that survive drop and shock
and
have colours that won’t fade
in UV light. We’re aligned with
Motorola Solutions from an
engineering standpoint, so we
benefit from scale and learn
from each other.
Some might think that the entry-level ”
market might be
particularly vulnerable to the
growing use of smartphones,
but Clark is unconvinced. “I
think the USPs of two-way
radio
still exist. I’ve been in the industry
for 25 years and even when
I joined, people were saying
that it wasn’t going to last because
of cellphones. But nothing does
immediate communication
like PMR – a private system
gives you reliable coverage
and
during an emergency, you cannot
rely on the standard mobile
operator model. A private
“‘For your
network system is designed
for the typical
worst-case scenario. Operators
can build in more resilience,
as is being done for ESN in
commercial
the UK but for your typical
commercial user, radio is the
user, radio is
best option for them in terms
of reliability, coverage and capacity
the best option
when they need it and the
availability of rugged handsets.
in terms of
All these fundamentals of twoway radio still ring true today.
reliability,
”
“When you purchase a PMR
coverage and
radio, you’ve purchased it, it’
s
capacity”
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line users
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copper networks can
affected by ageing
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world of IP without
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US, simply by using an EVX-Link
over an IP network.”
“It’s not just about voice, it’s also
about the feature. Group
calls, private calls, text and stun/revive
commands can be done
over the same network. You
can also use any combination
of our
radios on the network and mix
and match between the tiers.
”
One of the natural use cases
for this technology is a
multinational company that
needs to coordinate its activities
in countries across the globe.
Clark also sees another home
for it in campus universities
where incidents must be reported
to many buildings simultaneously.
The EVX-Link is also ideal
when it comes to providing
extra coverage in large multistory buildings and shopwatch
schemes. “They’re one of our
key markets within retail,” Clark
says. “They need affordable
radios, which might not be
used that often but they need
to be there and they need
to reliable. They also need
good
coverage with the different
factors within that city and
that’s
where the EVX-Link can help.
”
Spectrum is always at a premium
and Clark highlights the
fact that with with a DMR-standard
product, you get two
timeslots in one RF channel,
so you’re doubling your capacity.
“Our radios support direct
back-to-back dual slot operation
and can use both of those timeslots
independently for voice
and data calls, without the use
of a repeater. That’s one of
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